
 

VERTICAL THERAPY 

Tales of adventures from business therapist, Karen Natzel, K Communications 

Persevering through Discomfort (@ 12,000+ feet) 

When something is on your bucket list for an extended period of time you begin to wonder two 

things: 

1)  Will I ever really do it, and  

2)  Will it be as good as I've built it up to be? 

Mt. Conness, looming at 12,590', was such an objective for 

me. For years I've heard my climbing mentors talk of how 

classic of a climb it was, tucked back in the High Sierra, 

on the boundary between Inyo National Forest and 

Yosemite National Park. It offered quality granite with 

immense exposure at a mellow level of difficulty. Perfect. 

The mountains were calling (Thanks John Muir).  

As luck would have it, my climbing partner Bob was 

attending a professional conference nearby in August - 

prime time climbing season for the High Sierra. Before I 

knew it, we had organized a plan - three alpine peaks in 

five days! 

Mt. Conness was the final peak on our itinerary. We 

scored a campsite that allowed us to hike to the saddle in 

about three hours. In my continual pursuit of traveling light, I 

managed to stow all my necessary items into the smallest of backpacks. We set out early, 

walking along the lake as daylight arrived and treated us with a cornucopia of breathtaking 

natural beauty, generating sensory-trigging endorphins.  



Somewhere along our traipsing through the meadows, 

bouldering up a short cliff band, crossing streams and 

scrambling over rocks, I discovered my overstuffed backpack 

wasn't properly zipped. In fact, it splayed out so much that 

my wind jacket had disappeared from the contents. I knew 

instinctively we did not have the luxury of time to retrace our 

steps to attempt to locate the jacket. If we were going to 

reach the summit and return to camp in one day, we needed 

to keep moving. I shrugged my shoulders and hoped that 

some lucky sap would find it and get some use out of it. I was 

wearing a long sleeve shirt and the weather was perfect.  

What could possibly go wrong? 

Bob and I proceeded to the increasingly technical part of the 

climb. The trail eroded a few hundred feet from the cliff band 

without indicating which path up we should take. We had seen a solo climber successfully head 

up a certain line so we opted to follow his lead. It was as if we had entered another world. Soon 

we were taking the ridge line towards the route we believed would take us to the 12,590' 

summit. There's something so electrifying about moving over granite at 10,000+ feet. We hadn't 

elected to rope up yet, because despite the enormous exposure, the climbing was easy, the rock 

was solid and a rope would have just been in the way.  

 

As we neared the first tower, we discovered it was 

the false summit. We were going to need to rappel 

down the other side to regain the true summit 

route. At this stage we were well above 10,000 feet 

and the clouds had moved in, blocking the warmth 

of the sun. To add to the intensity, and the wind on 

this side was a series of bone chilling gusts. 

Without a wind jacket, I was wicked cold. I had 

begun to shiver. Bob looked at me with concern 

and offered that we could go back.  

 

Honestly that hadn't occurred to me. The weather 

conditions were safe for summiting; no rain or threat of 

thunderstorms. It was just damn cold at this elevation. It was my fault for losing my jacket, I 

wasn't going to let that get in the way of our summit. I replied, "Let's just keep moving. Climb 

fast and keep an eye on me, just to be safe." So we did.  



 

At first, we climbed efficiently. Still, as Bob climbed and I belayed, I found myself shivering 

uncontrollably. Occasionally the sun would come out of for a few minutes and it was pure 

decadence, until it disappeared and a bitter cold gust of wind cut through.  Bob was having 

some route finding obstacles so it was taking a bit longer than anticipated. He had traversed 

around a tower and I could no longer see or hear him; so I just kept feeding him rope. It became 

difficult to concentrate on anything else but the discomfort of being cold. I remembered some 

training I had received about "mindfulness based stress reduction". It's a breathing technique that 

can help people in numerous ways, including managing pain and discomfort. So, I decided to 

practice it. As I allowed my body to relax as opposed to tense up from the stress, I found the 

discomfort start to dissipate. I started pretending I was warm. None of this actually made me 

warmer, but it did put me in a different mindset.  

 

That's when I had my string of epiphanies. What I give my attention to is what I experience. 

No amount of wishing the wind would stop and sun would return would make it happen. I had 

to accept the conditions as they were. I embraced the notion that this discomfort was a 

temporary condition; a necessary requisite for the summit. I told myself that we would soon be 

at the top of this long-desired objective and we would then head down to the trail where it will 

be warm and sunny.  

 

Bob had stopped climbing and it was finally my turn. Snapped out of my cold-induced trance, I 

begin to move again. I was incredibly stiff at first but gradually began experiencing the familiar 

joy of climbing. As I reached Bob, he again inquired as to my well-being and safety. I reply, "I'm 

cold as s@#!, let's keep climbing!" as I move past him. Now on lead, I can start to generate some 

heat by climbing as quickly and as safely possible. I find myself in a Zen-like meditation as I 

move over the rock. The wind is still blowing and temps are still low, but now I find the energy in 

the air exhilarating. I find the speed at which I'm moving to be invigorating.  

 

We reach the summit and feel the anticipated sense of accomplishment. I realize that 

overcoming the discomfort of being cold made for a richer experience. Still, I was eager to 

scramble down the other side to a more comfortable temperature! 

 

I realized a few other things amidst the shivers. In the heart of discomfort, we have a choice. 

We can choose to be frustrated that things aren't as we would like them to be; or we can accept 

the circumstances for what they are and choose our attitude and our response.  

 



Discomfort is not a reason for stopping. It's an awareness 

that you are venturing into new territory, perhaps feeling ill-

equipped. By definition, you are outside your comfort zone. 

You have to assess the conditions accurately, tap into your 

commitment to the endeavor and work with what you have 

and where you are in that moment. You also need to 

remember your own personal "why" - why do I do climb in 

the alpine? Because it feeds my soul. I like this stuff - the 

rugged beauty, the movement, the challenge, and the 

connection. It’s worth the discomfort, which always fades in 

the glory of the achievement. 

 

Often, those things which are hard earned, are the most satisfying. In my "Transformational 

Power of Agreements" workshop, I teach about the value of always doing your best. When you 

do, you are giving everything you have in the moment to what you are doing. You'll find the 

experience to be more saturated, the commitment more complete, the excuses evaporate, the 

sense of satisfaction greater, the depth of confidence expanded and the rewards multiplied. 

Because when you live life at your own defined edge, you're not holding back, and that’s where 

the exhilaration for life lies.  

 

A good adventure ebbs and flows in its intensity, but in its 

entirety it is rich with a sense of aliveness. It may start with a 

wake up walk along a lake at dusk, turn to following a stream 

meandering through a flower-abundant alpine meadow, then 

change to a route-finding scramble, then advance on to new 

mental and physical challenges; all the while serving up 

opportunities to learn, be humble, be grateful, and be in awe. 

 

P.S. I discovered that the most intense part of this experience was 

not the cold nor the climbing, but the passionate debate with my climbing partner about the 

politics of health care. One never knows where the next lesson might be. ;-). 

 

Climb on! 

 

Karen Natzel Rx@BizTherapy.Biz   

“Being on the tightrope is living; everything else is waiting.” – Karl Wallenda  
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